
The only detail missing from your next environmental or 
health and safety compliance audit is this new tool!

Detailed, easy-to-use information in a flexible 
Web-based auditing tool.

BNA Auditor gives you everything 
you need for a reliable EHS 
compliance audit checklist:

•  Accurate, up-to-date state  
and federal information

•  Timesaving Web links to the 
regulations

• Clear, concise guidance

•  Ability to customize by adding 
corporate standards or site-
specific requirements
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Now you can answer that question 
with confidence, for every EHS audit 
and self-assessment you perform.

BNA Auditor gives you high-quality, easy-to-use, 
regularly updated state and federal content, with 
the automated power and selectivity you need to 
do all this and more:

•   Assess a facility’s compliance with all applicable 
federal and state environmental regulations.

•  Customize your audit by selecting just those 
modules that apply to your facility.

•  Integrate state questions with relevant federal 
requirements at the right point in your audit 
checklists.

•  Rely on the detailed instructions, auditor guide 
notes, field-tested checklists, and accurate quarterly 
updates.

•  Link directly to the text of any relevant federal or 
state citation.

• Save, share, and export your EHS audit checklists.

• Generate audit and compliance management 
reports.

• Save time and money.

• Minimize risk and demonstrate due diligence.

• And more!

Specialty Technical 

Publishers, whose 

resources are preferred by 

most professional auditors 

(Environmental and OSHA  

Audit Guides and Checklists for  

US States and Federal 

Jurisdictions), and BNA, 

publishers of the most 

comprehensive collection of 

EHS information and guidance 

available today (Environment 

& Safety Library), have joined 

forces to bring you an exciting 

advance in EHS auditing.

“Have I missed anything?”

Introducing
BNA Auditor





1.   Prescreen before going to the site. 
Using BNA Auditor’s detailed applicability tables and guide 
notes, you can create a first draft of your audit protocol 
before you even arrive to conduct your audit.

2.  Access and print out just what you need. 
Filter out what you don’t need and print only the 
materials  applicable to that audit.

3.  Continuously determine applicability. 
Tailor your prescreening to the actual situations at the 
site and its processes, operations, and equipment. BNA 
Auditor allows for ongoing honing of the audit protocol 
as conditions and circumstances change.

4.  Consult the relevant regulations. 
Links throughout BNA Auditor speed you directly to 
federal and state requirements with just a click!

5.  Create reports at your convenience. 
Enter your findings right away, using Excel or Word. 

After you chose a state and 
topic(s), and name the 
site, you can perform an 
Applicability Analysis.

A sophisticated yet surprisingly 
simple user approach.



Choose a topic to start 
the Applicability Analysis. 
This is the first step to 
creating a custom audit 
checklist, targeted to 
your operations, and 
integrating state and 
federal content.

Conduct Rulebook-level 
Applicability first.

Then follow with Section 
Applicability.





• Brazing

• Chemical exposures

• Compressed gases

• Confined spaces

• Controls

• Cutting

• Diving

• Electrical

• Excavations

• Fire protection

• General environmental

• General industry

• Hand-held tools

• Hazard communication

• Hazardous materials

• HAZWOPER

• ISO 9000

• Lockout/tagout

• Machinery

• Materials handling

• Means of egress

• Medical/first-aid

• Occupational health

• Personal protection

• Powered platforms

• Record keeping

• Process safety

•  Walking/working 
surfaces

• Welding

Introduction

•  Overview and applicability summaries of 
federal, state, and local regulations for 
each topic

•   Key compliance definitions

Pre-Assessment Preparation

•  List of all documents, reports, and files 
to be gathered for review prior to on-site 
audit or inspection

Compliance Rulebooks (Audit Protocols)

•  Detailed summaries of regulatory 
requirements

• Guide notes

o How to determine applicability

o  Specific compliance elements to look for

o  Practices, conditions, or situations that 
could indicate potential problems

o How to verify compliance

Score Sheets

•  Allows quick recording of the facility’s 
compliance status with each regulatory 
requirement

o “Complies”

o “Does not comply”

o “Not applicable”

BNA Auditor Outline of Contents

• Air quality

• Asbestos

• Audit privilege

• Drinking water

•  Facility management 
systems

• Hazardous materials

• Hazardous wastes

•  Ionizing radiation (NRC 
licenses)

• Lead-based paint

• Oil and petroleum

•  Operator certification 
(POTW)

• PCBs

• Pesticides

• Solid wastes

•  Storage Tanks (UST, AST)

• Toxic Substances 

•  Underground storage 
tanks

• Wastewater

• Wetlands

ENVIRONMENT TOPICS

COMPONENTS

SAFETY TOPICS



About BNA

BNA delivers specialized information to EHS, business, 
legal, and government professionals at every level of 
expertise. As the leading independent publisher of print 
and electronic news, analysis, and reference products, 
BNA has provided intensive coverage of developments 
in law and regulation for more than 75 years.

An extensive network of more than 500 BNA reporters, 
lawyer-editors, and correspondents, posted at federal, 
state, and international government offices, courts, 
and other key locations, ensures that you have timely 
information and expert analysis of the issues that 
matter most to you and your work. Our authoritative, 
nonpartisan publications are widely recognized for their 
editorial excellence and objectivity.

About Specialty Technical Publishers

Since its inception in 1986, Specialty Technical 
Publishers has become one of North America’s leading 
providers of reference and interpretive materials 
environment, health and safety, and transportation.

Written by experts from Specialty Technical Consultants 
who use them for their own extensive federal and state 
auditing, these guides offer in-depth interpretation 
and clarification of regulatory requirements relevant to 
consultants, lawyers, managers, and federal and state 
agencies. The publications address laws and regulations, 
compliance, auditing programs, and training 
management, and are constantly updated.
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